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WEIGHTED INTEGRAL FORMULAS ON MANIFOLDS
ELIN GÖTMARK
Abstrat. We present a method of nding weighted Koppelman
formulas for (p, q)-forms on n-dimensional omplex manifolds X
whih admit a vetor bundle of rank n over X ×X , suh that the
diagonal of X × X has a dening setion. We apply the method
to Pn and nd weighted Koppelman formulas for (p, q)-forms with
values in a line bundle over Pn. As an appliation, we look at the
ohomology groups of (p, q)-forms over Pn with values in various
line bundles, and nd expliit solutions to the ∂¯-equation in some
of the trivial groups. We also look at ohomology groups of (0, q)-
forms over Pn × Pm with values in various line bundles. Finally,
we apply our method to developing weighted Koppelman formulas
on Stein manifolds.
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1. Introdution
The Cauhy integral formula provides a deomposition of a holomor-
phi funtion in one omplex variable in simple rational funtions, and
is a ornerstone in funtion theory in one omplex variable. The kernel
is holomorphi and works for any domain. In several omplex variables
it is harder to nd appropriate representations. The simplest multi-
variable analog, the Bohner-Martinelli kernel, is not as useful sine
the kernel is not holomorphi. The Cauhy-Fantappie-Leray formula
is a generalization whih gives a holomorphi kernel in domains whih
admit a holomorphi support funtion. Henkin and Ramirez in [17℄,
[23℄ obtained holomorphi kernels in stritly pseudoonvex domains G
by nding suh support funtions. Henkin also found solutions to the
1
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∂¯-equation in suh domains. This was done by means of a Koppelman
formula, whih represents a (p, q)-form φ dened in some domain D as
a sum of integrals
φ(z) =
∫
∂D
K ∧ φ+
∫
D
K ∧ ∂¯φ+ ∂¯z
∫
D
K ∧ φ+
∫
D
P ∧ φ,
by means of the urrent K and the smooth form P . If φ is a losed form
and the rst and fourth terms of the right hand side of Koppelman's
formula vanish, we get a solution of the ∂¯-problem for φ. Henkin's
result paved the way for the Henkin-Skoda theorem (see [18℄ and [24℄),
whih provided improved L1-estimates on ∂G for solutions of the ∂¯-
equation by weighting the integral formulas.
Andersson and Berndtsson [7℄ found a exible method of generating
weighted formulas for representing holomorphi funtions and solutions
of the ∂¯-equation. It was further developed by Berndtsson [8℄ to nd
solutions to division and interpolation problems. If V is a regular
analyti subvariety of some domain D in Cn and h is holomorphi in
V , then Berndtsson found a kernel K suh that
H(z) =
∫
V
h(ζ)K(ζ, z)
is a holomorphi funtion whih extends h to D. If f = (f1, . . . , fm)
are holomorphi funtions without ommon zeros, he also found a solu-
tion to the division problem φ = f · p for a given holomorphi funtion
φ. Passare [20℄ used weighted integral formulas to solve a similar di-
vision problem, where the fi's do have ommon zeros, but the zero
sets have a omplete intersetion. He also proved the duality theorem
for omplete intersetions (also proved independently by Dikenstein
and Sessa [14℄). Sine then weighted integral formulas have been used
by a row of authors to obtain qualitative estimates of solutions of the
∂¯-equation and of division and interpolation problems, for example
sharp approximation by polynomials [25℄, estimates of solutions to the
Bézout equation [5℄, and expliit versions of the fundamental prini-
ple [11℄. More examples and referenes an be found in the book [6℄.
More reently, Andersson [4℄ introdued a method generalizing [7℄ and
[8℄ whih is even more exible and also easier to handle. It allows for
some reently found representations with residue urrents, appliations
to division and interpolation problems, and also allows for f to be a
matrix of funtions.
There have been several attempts to obtain integral formulas on
manifolds. Berndtsson [10℄ gave a method of obtaining integral kernels
on n-dimensional manifolds X whih admit a vetor bundle of rank n
over X ×X suh that the diagonal has a dening setion, but did not
onsider weighted formulas. Formulas on Stein manifolds were treated
rst in Henkin and Leiterer [19℄, where formulas for (0, q)-forms are
found, then in Demailly and Laurent-Thiébaut [13℄, where the leading
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term in a kernel for (p, q)-forms is found, in Andersson [1℄, whih is
a generalization of [7℄ following Henkin and Leiterer, and nally in
Berndtsson [10℄ where the method desribed therein is applied to Stein
manifolds. Formulas on Pn have been onsidered in [21℄, where they
were onstruted by using known formulas in Cn+1, and in [9℄, where
they were onstruted diretly on Pn. There is also an example at the
end of Berndtsson [10℄, where the method of that artile is applied to
Pn.
In this artile, we begin in Setion 2 by developing a method for
generating weighted integral formulas on Cn, following [2℄. Setion 3
desribes a similar method whih an be used on n-dimensional mani-
folds X whih admit a vetor bundle of rank n over X ×X suh that
the diagonal has a dening setion. It has similar results as the method
desribed in [10℄, but with the added benet of yielding weighted for-
mulas. The method of Setion 3 is applied to omplex projetive spae
Pn in Setion 4, where we nd a Koppelman formula for dierential
forms with values in a line bundle over Pn. In the Pn ase we get
formulas whih oinide with Berndtsson's formulas in [9℄ in the ase
p = 0, but they are not the same in the general (p, q)-ase.
As an appliation, in Setion 5 we look at the ohomology groups
of (p, q)-forms over Pn with values in various line bundles, and nd
whih of them are trivial (though we do not nd all the trivial groups).
Berndtsson's formulas in [9℄ give the same result. The trivial ohomol-
ogy groups of the line bundles over Pn are, of ourse, known before,
but our method gives expliit solutions of the ∂¯-equations. In Setion
6 we look instead at ohomology groups of (0, q)-forms over Pn × Pm
with values in various line bundles. Finally, in Setion 7 we apply
the method of Setion 3 to nding weighted integral formulas on Stein
manifolds, following [19℄ but also developing weighted formulas.
2. Weighted Koppelman formulas in Cn
As a model for obtaining representations on manifolds, we present
the Cn ase in some detail. The material in this setion follows the last
setion of [2℄. The artile [2℄ is mostly onerned with representation of
holomorphi funtions, but in the last setion a method of onstruting
weighted Koppelman formulas in Cn is indiated. We expand this
material and give proofs in more detail. We begin with some motivation
from the one-dimensional ase:
One way of obtaining a representation formula for a holomorphi
funtion would be to solve the equation
∂¯u = [z],
where [z] is the Dira measure at z onsidered as a (1, 1)-urrent, sine
then one would get an integral formula by Stokes' theorem. Less ob-
viously, note that the kernel of Cauhy's integral formula in C also
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satises the equation
δζ−zu = 1,
where δζ−z denotes ontration with the vetor eld 2πi(ζ − z)∂/∂ζ .
These two an be ombined into the equation
(1) ∇ζ−zu := (δζ−z − ∂¯)u = 1− [z].
To nd representation formulas for holomorphi funtions in Cn, we
look for solutions to equation (1) in Cn, where δζ−z is ontration with
2πi
∑
(ζj − zj)
∂
∂ζj
.
Sine the right hand side of (1) ontains one form of bidegree (0, 0) and
one of bidegree (n, n), we must in fat have u = u1,0+u2,1+ . . .+un,n−1,
where uk,k−1 has bidegree (k, k−1). We an then write (1) as the system
of equations
δζ−zu1,0 = 1, δζ−zu1,2 − ∂¯u1,0 = 0 . . . ∂¯un,n−1 = [z].
In that ase, un,n−1 will satisfy ∂¯un,n−1 = [z] and will give a kernel for
a representation formula. The advantage of this approah is that it
easily allows for weighted integral formulas, as we will see.
To get Koppelman formulas for (p, q)-forms, we need to onsider z as
a variable and not a onstant. If we nd un,n−1 suh that ∂¯un,n−1 = [∆],
where ∆ = {(ζ, z) : ζ = z} is the diagonal of Cnζ × C
n
z and [∆] is the
urrent of integration over ∆, then un,n−1 will be the kernel that we
seek. In fat, if we let φ be a (p, q)-form, and ψ an (n− p, n− q) test
form, we have∫
z
(∫
ζ
φ(ζ) ∧ [∆]
)
∧ ψ(z) =
∫
z,ζ
φ(ζ) ∧ ψ(z) ∧ [∆] =
∫
z
φ(z) ∧ ψ(z)
so that
∫
ζ
φ(ζ) ∧ [∆] = φ(z) in the urrent sense.
In more detail, then: Let Ω be a domain in Cn and let η(ζ, z) =
2πi(z−ζ), where (ζ, z) ∈ Ω×Ω. Note that η vanishes to the rst order
on the diagonal. Consider the subbundle E∗ = Span{dη1, . . . , dηn} of
the otangent bundle T ∗1,0 over Ω × Ω. Let E be its dual bundle, and
let δη be an operation on E
∗
, dened as ontration with the setion
(2)
n∑
1
ηjej ,
where {ej} is the dual basis to {dηj}. Note that δη antiommutes with
∂¯.
Consider the bundle Λ(T ∗(Ω×Ω)⊕E∗) over Ω×Ω. An example of
an element of the ber of this bundle at (ζ, z) is dζ1 ∧ dz¯2 ∧ dη3. We
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dene
(3) Lm =
⊕
p
C∞(Ω× Ω,ΛpE∗ ∧ Λp+mT ∗0,1(Ω× Ω)).
Note that Lm is a subset of the spae of setions of Λ(T ∗(Ω×Ω)⊕E∗).
Let Lmcurr be the orresponding spae of urrents. If f ∈ L
m
and g ∈ Lk,
then f ∧ g ∈ Lm+k.
We dene the operator
∇ = ∇η = δη − ∂¯,
whih maps Lm to Lm+1. We see that ∇ obeys Leibniz' rule, that is,
(4) ∇(f ∧ g) = ∇f ∧ g + (−1)mf ∧ ∇g,
if f ∈ Lm. Note that ∇2 = 0, whih means that
. . .
∇
→ Lm
∇
→ Lm+1
∇
→ . . .
is a omplex. We also have the following useful property: If f is a form
of bidegree (n, n− 1) and D ⊂ Ω× Ω, then
(5)
∫
∂D
f = −
∫
D
∇f.
This follows from Stokes' theorem and the fat that
∫
D
δηf = 0. The
operator ∇ is dened also for urrents, sine ∂¯ is dened for urrents,
and δη just amounts to multiplying with a smooth funtion, whih is
also dened for a urrent.
As in the beginning of this setion, we want to nd a solution to the
equation
(6) ∇ηu = 1− [∆].
with u ∈ L−1curr (sine the left hand side lies in L
0
curr), so as before, we
have u = u1,0+ u2,1+ . . .+ un,n−1, where uk,k−1 has degree k in E
∗
and
degree k − 1 in T ∗0,1.
Proposition 2.1. Let
b(ζ, z) =
1
2πi
∂|η|2
|η|2
and
(7) uBM =
b
∇ηb
=
b
1− ∂¯b
= b+ b ∧ ∂¯b+ . . . b ∧ (∂¯b)n−1,
where we get the right hand side by expanding the fration in a geomet-
ri series. Then u solves equation (6).
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The ruial step in the proof is showing that ∂¯(b ∧ (∂¯b)n−1) = [∆],
whih is ommon knowledge, sine b ∧ (∂¯b)n−1 is atually the well-
known Bohner-Martinelli kernel.
A form u whih saties ∇ηu = 1 outside ∆ is a good andidate for
solving equation (6). The following proposition gives us a riterion for
when suh a u in fat is a solution:
Proposition 2.2. Suppose u ∈ L−1(Ω × Ω \∆) solves ∇ηu = 1, and
that |uk| . |η|
−(2k−1)
. We then have ∇ηu = 1− [∆].
Proof. Let uBM be the form dened by (7), and let u be a form satis-
fying the onditions in the proposition. We know that ∇(u ∧ uBM) =
uBM − u pointwise outside ∆, in light of (4). We want to show that
this also holds in the urrent sense, i. e.
(8)
∫
∇(u ∧ uBM) ∧ φ =
∫
(uBM − u) ∧ φ,
where φ is a test form in Ω × Ω. Using rstly that u ∧ uBM is loally
integrable (sine u ∧ uBM = O(|η|
−(2n−2)) near ∆), and seondly (5),
we get ∫
∇(u ∧ uBM) ∧ φ = lim
ǫ→0
∫
|η|>ǫ
(u ∧ uBM) ∧∇φ =
= − lim
ǫ→0
(∫
|η|=ǫ
u ∧ uBM ∧ φ+
∫
|η|>ǫ
∇(u ∧ uBM) ∧ φ
)
.(9)
The boundary integral in (9) will onverge to zero when ǫ → 0, sine
u ∧ uBM = O(|η|
−2n+2) and Vol({|η| = ǫ} ∩ supp(φ)) = O(ǫ2n−1). As
for the last integral in (9), we get
lim
ǫ→0
∫
|η|>ǫ
∇(u∧uBM)∧φ = lim
ǫ→0
∫
|η|>ǫ
(u−uBM)∧φ =
∫
(u−uBM)∧φ,
sine u − uBM is loally integrable, thus ∇(u ∧ uBM) = uBM − u as
urrents. It follows that ∇u = ∇uBM sine ∇
2 = 0, and sine uBM
satises the equation (6), u must also do so. 
Example 1. If s is a smooth (1, 0)-form in Ω × Ω suh that |s| . |η|
and |δηs| & |η|
2
, we an set u = s/∇s. By Proposition 2.2, u will
satisfy equation (6), and
un,n−1 =
s ∧ (∂¯s)n−1
(δηs)n
is the lassial Cauhy-Fantappie-Leray kernel.
We now introdue weights, whih will allow us to get more exible
integral formulas:
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Denition 1. A form g ∈ L0(Ω × Ω) is a weight if g0,0(z, z) = 1 and
∇ηg = 0.
The form 1 + ∇Q is an example of a weight, if Q ∈ L−1. In fat, we
have onsiderable exibility when hoosing weights: if g = 1 +∇Q is
a weight and G(λ) is a holomorphi funtion suh that G(0) = 1, then
it is easy to see that
G(g) =
n∑
0
G(k)(δηQ)(−∂¯Q)
k/k!
is also a weight. We an now prove the following representation for-
mula:
Theorem 2.3 (Koppelman's formula). Assume that D ⊂⊂ Ω, φ ∈
Ep,q(D¯), and that the urrent K and the smooth form P solve the equa-
tion
(10) ∂¯K = [∆]− P.
We then have
(11) φ(z) =
∫
∂D
K ∧ φ+
∫
D
K ∧ ∂¯φ+ ∂¯z
∫
D
K ∧ φ+
∫
D
P ∧ φ,
where the integrals are taken over the ζ variable.
Proof. First assume that φ has ompat support in D, so that the rst
integral in (11) vanishes. Take a test form ψ(z) of bidegree (n−p, n−q)
in Ω. Then we have
∫
z
(∫
ζ
K ∧ ∂¯φ+ ∂¯z
∫
ζ
K ∧ φ+
∫
ζ
P ∧ φ
)
∧ ψ =
=
∫
z,ζ
K ∧ dφ ∧ ψ + (−1)p+q
∫
z,ζ
K ∧ φ ∧ dψ +
∫
z,ζ
P ∧ φ ∧ ψ =
=
∫
z,ζ
K ∧ d(φ ∧ ψ) +
∫
z,ζ
P ∧ φ ∧ ψ =
=
∫
z,ζ
dK ∧ φ ∧ ψ +
∫
z,ζ
P ∧ φ ∧ ψ =
∫
z
φ ∧ ψ,
where we use Stokes' theorem repeatedly. If φ does not have ompat
support in D, we an prove the general ase e g by making the de-
omposition φ = φ1 + φ2, where φ1 has ompat support in D, and
φ2(ζ) = 0 in a neighborhood of z. 
It is easy to obtain K and P whih solve (10): If we take g to be a
weight and u to be a solution of (6), then we an solve the equation
∇ηv = g − [∆]
by hoosing v = u∧ g. This means that K = (u∧ g)n,n−1 and P = gn,n
will solve (10).
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Example 2. Let
g(ζ, z) = 1−∇
1
2πi
ζ¯ · dη
1 + |ζ |2
=
1 + ζ¯ · z
1 + |ζ |2
− ∂¯
i
2π
ζ¯ · dη
1 + |ζ |2
,
then g is a weight for all (ζ, z). Take a (p, q)-form φ(ζ) whih grows
polynomially as |ζ | → ∞. If we let K = (u∧ gk)n,n−1 and P = (g
k)n,n,
then
φ(z) =
∫
|ζ|=R
K ∧ φ+
∫
|ζ|≤R
K ∧ ∂¯φ+ ∂¯z
∫
|ζ|≤R
K ∧ φ+
∫
|ζ|≤R
P ∧ φ.
If k is large enough, then the weight will ompensate for the growth of
φ, so that the boundary integral will go to zero when R→∞. We get
the representation
φ(z) =
∫
K ∧ ∂¯φ+ ∂¯z
∫
K ∧ φ+
∫
P ∧ φ.
Note that if φ in (11) is a losed form and the rst and fourth terms of
the right hand side of Koppelman's formula vanish, we get a solution of
the ∂¯-problem for φ. Note also that the proof of Koppelman's formula
works equally well over M ×M , where M is any omplex manifold,
provided that we an nd K and P suh that (10) holds. The purpose
of the next setion is to nd suh K and P in a speial type of manifold.
3. A method for finding weighted Koppelman formulas
on manifolds
We will now desribe a method whih an be used to nd integral
formulas on manifolds in ertain ases, and whih is modelled on the
one in the previous setion. The method is similar to one presented in
[10℄, see Remark 1 at the end of this setion for a omparison.
Let X be a omplex manifold of dimension n, and let E → Xζ ×Xz
be a vetor bundle of rank n, suh that we an nd a holomorphi
setion η of E that denes the diagonal ∆ = {(ζ, z) : ζ = z} of X×X .
In other words, η must vanish to the rst order on ∆ and be non-zero
elsewhere. Let {ei} be a loal frame for E, and {e
∗
i } the dual loal
frame for E∗. Contration with η is an operation on E∗ whih we
denote by δη; if η =
∑
ηiei then
δη
(∑
σie
∗
i
)
=
∑
ηiσi.
Set
∇η = δη − ∂¯.
Choose a Hermitian metri h for E, let DE be the Chern onnetion
on E, and DE∗ the indued onnetion on E
∗
. Consider GE = C
∞(X×
X,Λ[T ∗(X×X)⊕E⊕E∗]). If A lies in C∞(X×X, T ∗(X×X)⊗E⊗E∗)),
then we dene A˜ as the orresponding element in GE , arranged with
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the dierential form rst, then the setion of E and nally the setion
of E∗. For example, if A = dz1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e
∗
1, then A˜ = dz1 ∧ e1 ∧ e
∗
1.
To dene a derivation D on GE , we rst let Df = D˜Ef for a setion
f of E, and Dg = D˜E∗g for a setion g of E
∗
. We then extend the
denition by
D(ξ1 ∧ ξ2) = Dξ1 ∧ ξ2 + (−1)
deg ξ1ξ1 ∧Dξ2,
where Dξi = dξi if ξi happens to be a dierential form, and deg ξ1 is
the total degree of ξ1. For example, deg (α∧e1∧e
∗
1) = degα+2, where
degα is the degree of α as a dierential form. We let
Lm =
⊕
p
C∞(X ×X,ΛpE∗ ∧ Λp+mT ∗0,1(X ×X));
note that Lm is a subspae of GE. The operator ∇ will at in a natural
way as ∇ : Lm → Lm+1. Notie also the analogy with the onstrution
(3) in Cn. As before, if f ∈ Lm and g ∈ Lk, then f ∧ g ∈ Lm+k. We
also see that ∇ obeys Leibniz' rule, and that ∇2 = 0. Let End(E)
denote the bundle of endomorphisms of E.
Proposition 3.1. If v is a dierential form taking values in End(E),
and D
End(E) is the indued Chern onnetion on End(E), then
(12)
˜D
End(E)v = Dv˜.
Proof. Suppose that v = f⊗g, where f is a setion of E and g a setion
of E∗. We prove rst that
(13) D
End(E)v = DEf ⊗ g + f ⊗DE∗g.
In fat, if s takes values in E, we have
(D
End(E)v).s = DE((g.s)f)−(g.(DEs))f = d(g.s)f+(g.s)DEf−(g.(DEs))f =
= (g.s)DEf + (DE∗g.s)f = (DEf ⊗ g + f ⊗DE∗g).s,
whih proves (13). We have
˜D
End(E)v = ˜DEf ⊗ g + ˜f ⊗DE∗g = Df ∧ g − f ∧Dg = Dv˜
whih proves (12). If v = α⊗ f ⊗ g, where α is a dierential form, we
would have D
End(E)v = dα ⊗ f ⊗ g + (−1)
deg αα ⊗ D
End(E)(f ⊗ g), so
the result follows by an appliation of ∼. Sine any dierential form
taking values in End(E) is a sum of suh elements, the result follows
by linearity. 
Denition 2. For a form f(ζ, z) on X ×X , we dene∫
E
f(ζ, z) ∧ e1 ∧ e
∗
1 ∧ . . . ∧ en ∧ e
∗
n = f(ζ, z).
Note that if I is the identity on E, then I˜ = e∧e∗ = e1∧e
∗
1+. . .+en∧e
∗
n.
It follows that I˜n = e1∧e
∗
1∧. . .∧en∧e
∗
n (with the notation an = a
n/n!),
so the denition above is independent of the hoie of frame.
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Proposition 3.2. If F ∈ GE then
d
∫
E
F =
∫
E
DF.
Proof. If F = f ∧ I˜n we have d
∫
E
F = df and∫
E
DF =
∫
E
[df ∧ I˜n ± f ∧D(I˜n)].
It is obvious that D
End(E)I = 0, and by Proposition 3.1 it follows that
DI˜ = 0, so we are nished. 
We will now onstrut integral formulas on X×X . As a rst step, we
nd a setion σ of E∗ suh that δησ = 1 outside ∆. For reasons that
will beome apparent, we hoose σ to have minimal pointwise norm
with respet to the metri h, whih means that σ =
∑
ij hij η¯je
∗
i /|η|
2
.
Close to ∆, it is obvious that |σ| . 1/|η|, and a alulation shows that
we also have |∂¯σ| . 1/|η|2. Next, we onstrut a setion u with the
property that ∇u = 1− R where R has support on ∆. We set
(14) u =
σ
∇ησ
=
∞∑
k=0
σ ∧ (∂¯σ)k,
note that u ∈ L−1. By uk,k−1 we will mean the term in u with degree k
in E∗ and degree k−1 in T ∗0,1(X×X). It is easily heked that ∇u = 1
outside ∆.
We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3. If Θ is the Chern urvature tensor of E, then
∇η
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
= 0.
Proof. The lemma will follow from the more general statement that if v
takes values in End(E), then δηv˜ = −v.η. In fat, let v = f ⊗ g, where
f is a setion of E and g a setion of E∗, then we have δη(f ∧ g) =
−f ∧ η.g = −(f ⊗ g).η. Now, note that ∂¯Θ˜ = 0 sine D is the Chern
onnetion. We have
∇η
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
= −
1
2πi
[
∂¯Dη + δηΘ˜
]
= −
1
2πi
[Θη −Θη] = 0.
In the alulations we use that η is holomorphi and that ∂¯θ = Θ where
θ is the onnetion matrix of DE with respet to the frame e. 
The following theorem yields a Koppelman formula by Theorem 2.3:
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Theorem 3.4. Let E → X × X be a vetor bundle with a setion η
whih denes the diagonal ∆ of X ×X. We have
∂¯K = [∆]− P,
where
(15) K =
∫
E
u ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
and P =
∫
E
(
Dη
2πi
+
i
2π
Θ˜
)
n
,
and u is dened by (14).
Note that sine Dη ontains no ei's, we have
P =
∫
E
(
i
2π
Θ˜)n = det
iΘ
2π
= cn(E),
i. e. the n:th Chern lass of E.
Proof. We laim that
(16)
1
(2πi)n
∫
E
R ∧ (Dη)n = [∆],
where R is dened by ∇u = 1 − R. If this were true, we would have
by Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.2
∂¯
∫
E
u ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
=
∫
E
∂¯
[
u ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
]
=
= −
∫
E
∇
[
u ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
]
=
= −
∫
E
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
+
1
(2πi)n
∫
E
R ∧ (Dη)n = [∆]− P.
We want to use Proposition 2.2 to prove the laim (16), so we need
to express the left hand side of (16) in loal oordinates. Sine η denes
∆, we an hoose η1, . . . , ηn together with some funtions τ1, . . . , τn to
form a oordinate system loally in a neighborhood of ∆. We have
1
(2πi)n
∫
E
R ∧ (Dη)n = ∂¯
1
(2πi)n
∫
E
σ ∧ (∂¯σ)n−1 ∧ (Dη)n,
and ∫
E
σ ∧ (∂¯σ)n−1 ∧ (Dη)n = s ∧ (∂¯s)
n−1 + A,
where s =
∑
σidηi and A ontains only terms whih lak some dηi, i.
e., every term in A will ontain at least one ηi. Note that both s and A
are now forms in Cn. Reall that we have |σ| . 1/|η| and |∂¯σ| . 1/|η|2
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lose to ∆ (this is why we hose σ to have minimal norm). Thus, by
Theorem 2.2 we know that
∂¯[s ∧ (∂¯s)n−1] = [∆],
so it sues to show that ∂¯A = 0 in the urrent sense. But sine every
term in A ontains at least one ηi, the singularities whih ome from the
σi's and ∂¯σi's will be alleviated, and in fat we have A = O(|η|
−2n+2).
A alulation shows also that ∂¯A = O(|η|−2n+1), and it follows that
∂¯A = 0 (also f the proof of Proposition 2.2). 
It should be obvious from the proof that instead of u = σ/∇σ, we an
hoose any u suh that ∇u = 1 outside ∆ and |uk,k−1| . |η|
−2k+1
.
We will obtain more exible formulas if we use weights:
Denition 3. The setion g with values in L0 is a weight if ∇g = 0
and g0,0(z, z) = 1.
Theorem 3.4 goes through with essentially the same proof if we take
(17) K =
∫
E
u∧g∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
and P =
∫
E
g∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
,
as shown by the following alulation:
∂¯K = −
∫
E
∇u∧g∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
= −
∫
E
(g−R)∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
= [∆]−P,
whih follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 and the properties of
weights. In the next setion we will make use of weighted formulas.
If L is a line bundle over X , let Lζ denote the line bundle over
Xζ × Xz dened by π
−1(L) where π : Xζ × Xz → Xζ. If we want to
nd formulas for (p, q)-forms φ(ζ) taking values in some line bundle L
over X , we an use a weight g taking values in Lz ⊗ L
∗
ζ . In fat, then
K and P will also take values in Lz⊗L
∗
ζ , so that φ∧K and φ∧P take
values in Lz. Integrating over ζ , we obtain φ(z) taking values in L.
Remark 1. To obtain more general formulas, one an nd forms K
and P suh that
(18) dK = [∆]− P
by setting ∇′η = δη − D and heking that the orresponding Lemma
3.3 and Theorem 3.4 are still valid. The main dierene lies in the fat
that sine (∇′)2 6= 0, we do not have ∇′u = 1 outside ∆, but rather
∇′u = 1−
σ
(∇′σ)2
∧ (∇′)2σ.
A alulation shows that (∇′)2σ = δσ(Dη − Θ˜), where δσ operates on
setions of E. We have δσ(Dη− Θ˜)∧ (Dη− Θ˜)
n = δσ(Dη− Θ˜)
n+1 = 0
for degree reasons, so that Theorem 3.4 will still hold with ∇ replaed
by ∇′. We an use weights in the same way, if we require that a weight
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g has the property ∇′g = 0 instead of ∇g = 0. In this artile we are
interested in appliations whih only require the formulas obtained by
using ∇.
In [10℄ Berndtsson obtains P and K satisfying (18) by a dierent
means, resulting in the same formulas, but without weights. Also note-
worthy is that ∇′ is a superonnetion in the sense of Quillen [22℄, and
our ∇ is the (0, 1)-part of this superonnetion. Lemma 3.3 for ∇′ is a
Bianhi identity for the superonnetion.
4. Weighted Koppelman formulas on Pn
We will now apply the method of the previous setion to X = Pn.
We let [ζ ] ∈ Pn denote the equivalene lass of ζ ∈ Cn+1. In order
to onstrut the bundle E, we rst let F ′ = Cn+1 × (Pn[ζ] × P
n
[z]) be
the trivial bundle of rank n + 1 over Pn[ζ] × P
n
[z]. We next let F be the
bundle of rank n over Pn[ζ] × P
n
[z] whih has the ber C
n+1/(ζ) at the
point ([ζ ], [z]); F is thus a quotient bundle of F ′. If α is a setion of
F ′, we denote its equivalene lass in F with [α]. We will not always
bother with writing out the brakets, sine it will usually be lear from
the ontext whether a setion is to be seen as taking values in F ′ or F .
Let L−1 denote the tautologial line bundle of Pn, that is,
L−1 = {([ζ ], ξ) ∈ Pn × Cn+1 : ξ ∈ C · ζ}
We also dene L−k = (L−1)⊗k, L1 = (L−1)∗ and Lk = (L1)⊗k. Finally,
let E = F ⊗ L1[z] → P
n
[ζ] × P
n
[z]. Observe that E is thus a subbundle of
E ′ = F ′⊗L1[z]. It follows that E
∗ = F ∗⊗L−1[z] , where F
∗ = {ξ ∈ (F ′)∗ :
ξ · ζ = 0}. Berndtsson has the same setup in Example 3, page 337 of
[10℄, but does not develop it as muh (f Remark 1 above).
Let {ei} be an orthonormal basis of F
′
. The setion η (f Setion 3)
will be η = z ·e = z0e0+ . . . znen. Note that η takes values in (F
′)⊗L1[z],
and will thus dene an equivalene lass in F ⊗ L1[z] = E. The setion
η denes the diagonal sine [η(ζ, ζ)] = [ζ · e] = [0], so that η vanishes
to the rst order on ∆.
We will now hoose a metri on E. On F ′ we hoose the triv-
ial metri, whih indues the trivial metri also on (F ′)∗ and F ∗.
For [ω] taking values in F = F ′/(ζ), the metri indued from F ′ is
‖[ω]‖F = ‖ω − πω‖F ′, where π is the orthogonal projetion F
′ → (ζ).
Sine setions of L1[z] an be seen as polynomials on C
n+1
whih are
1-homogeneous in z, we hoose the metri on E = F ⊗ L1[z] to be
(19) ‖α⊗ [ω]‖E = ‖ω − πω‖F ′|α|/|z|
for α⊗ [ω] ∈ E. We introdue the notation α ·γ := α1∧γ1+ . . . α1∧γ1,
where α and γ are tuples ontaining dierential forms or setions of a
bundle.
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Proposition 4.1. Let ω · e be a setion of E. The Chern onnetion
and urvature of E are
(20) DE(ω · e) = dω · e−
dζ · e
|ζ |2
∧ ζ¯ · ω − ∂ log |z|2 ∧ ω · e
(21) Θ˜E = ∂∂¯ log |z|
2 ∧ e∗ · e− ∂¯
ζ¯ · e∗
|ζ |2
∧ dζ · e,
with respet to the metri (19) and expressed in the frame {ei} for F
′
.
Proof. We begin with nding DF . Let ωˆ · e = (ω · ζ¯/|ζ |
2)ζ · e be the
projetion of ω · e onto (ζ · e). Sine the Chern onnetion DF ′ on F
′
is just d, it is easy to see that DF [ω · e] = [d(ω · e− ωˆ · e)]. We have
DF [ω · e] = [d(ω · e− ωˆ · e)] = [dω · e−
dζ · e
|ζ |2
∧ ζ¯ · ω],
sine if d does not fall on ζ in the seond term we get something that is
in the zero equivalene lass in F . If ω · e is projetive to start with, so
will dω · e be, and dζ · e is a projetive form sine δζ(dζ · e) = ζ · e = 0
in F .
Sine the metri on L1[z] in the loal frame z0 is |z0|
2/|z|2, the loal
onnetion matrix will be ∂ log(|z0|
2/|z|2). If ξ takes values in L1[z], we
get
DL1
[z]
ξ = [d(ξ/z0) + ∂ log(|z0|
2/|z|2)ξ/z0]z0 = dξ − ∂ log |z|
2ξ.
It is easy to see that d(ξ/z0)+∂ log(|z0|
2/|z|2)ξ/z0 is a projetive form,
so dξ− ∂ log |z|2ξ is also projetive. Combining the ontributions from
L1[z] and F , we get (20), from whih also (21) follows. 
We want to nd the solution σ to the equation δησ = 1, suh that
σ has minimal norm in E∗. It is easy to see that the setion z¯ · e∗/|z|2
is the minimal solution to δηv = 1 in the bundle (E
′)∗ = (F ′)∗ ⊗ L−1[z] .
The projetion of z¯ · e∗/|z|2 onto the subspae E∗ is
s =
z¯ · e∗
|z|2
−
z¯ · ζ
|ζ |2|z|2
ζ¯ · e∗.
Sine z¯ · e∗/|z|2 is minimal in (F ′)∗ ⊗ L−1[z] , s must be the minimal
solution in E∗. Finally, we normalize to get σ = s/δηs. Aording to
the method of the previous setion, we an then set u = σ/∇σ and
obtain the forms P and K whih will give us a Koppelman formula
(see Theorem 3.4).
Remark 2. In loal oordinates, for example where ζ0, z0 6= 0, we have
|η|2 = δηs =
|ζ |2|z|2 − |z¯ · ζ |2
|ζ |2|z|2
=
(1 + |ζ ′|2)(1 + |z′|2)− |1 + z¯′ · ζ ′|2
(1 + |ζ ′|2)(1 + |z′|2)
,
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where ζ ′ = (ζ1/ζ0, . . . , ζn/ζ0) and analogously for z
′
. For the denomi-
nator we loally have (1+ |ζ ′|2)(1+ |z′|2) ≤ C for some onstant C. As
for the numerator, we have
(1 + |ζ ′|2)(1 + |z′|2)− |1 + z¯′ · ζ ′|2 =
= 1 + |ζ ′|2 + |z′|2 + |ζ ′|2|z′|2 − (1 + 2Re|z¯′ · ζ ′|+ |z¯′ · ζ ′|2) =
= |z′ − ζ ′|2 + |ζ ′|2|z′|2 − |z¯′ · ζ ′|2 ≥ |z′ − ζ ′|2
In all, we have δηs & |z
′ − ζ ′|2.
To ompute integrals of the type (17), we need the following propo-
sition.
Lemma 4.2. Let A
i
→֒ A′, where A′ is a given vetor bundle with a
given metri and A = {ξ taking values in A′ : f · ξ = 0} for a xed
f taking values in (A′)∗. Let s be the dual setion to f , and π be the
orthogonal projetion π : GA′ → GA indued by the metri on A. If
B′ ∈ GA′, and B = πB
′
, then∫
A
B =
∫
A′
f ∧ s ∧ B′.
Proof. We an hoose a frame for A′ so that e0 = s, and then extend it
to an ON frame for A′, so that A = Span(e1, . . . , en). If we set e
∗
0 = f ,
we have ∫
A′
f ∧ s ∧ B′ =
∫
A′
e0 ∧ e
∗
0 ∧ πB
′ =
∫
A
B
and we are done, sine the integrals are independent of the frame. 
Note that if E = A ⊗ L, where L is a line bundle, and B ∈ GE, then∫
E
B =
∫
A
B. At least, this is true if we interpret the latter integral to
mean that if g is a loal frame for L and g∗ a loal frame for L∗, then
g and g∗ should anel out. Sine there are as many elements from L
as there are from L∗, there will be no line bundle elements left.
We will apply Lemma 4.2 with A = E, A′ = E ′ and f = ζ · e∗. We
then have
P =
∫
E
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
=
∫
E′
ζ¯ · e ∧ ζ · e∗
|ζ |2
∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
and similarly for K (this makes it easier to write down P and K ex-
pliitly).
By Theorem 3.4, we have
∂¯K = [∆]− P.
(These K and P are also found at the very end of [10℄.) We will now
modify the method slightly, sine in the paper [16℄ we found formulas
for (0, q)-forms (derived in a slightly dierent way) whih are more
appealing than those we have just found, in that we get better results
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when we use them to solve ∂¯-equations. We would thus like to have
formulas for (p, q)-forms that oinide with those of [16℄ in the (0, q)-
ase.
The bundle F ∗ is atually isomorphi to T ∗1,0(P
n
[ζ]), and an expliit
isomorphism is given by β = dζ · e. In fat, if ξ · e∗ takes values in F ∗,
then β(ξ) = dζ · ξ. Sine ξ · ζ = 0, the ontration of β(ξ) with the
vetor eld ζ · ∂/∂ζ will be zero, so β(ξ) ∈ T ∗1,0(P
n
[ζ]). If ve∗ is a form
with values in ΛnE∗, then it is easy to see that
(22)
∫
E
ve∗ ∧ βn = vdζ ,
where we get vdζ by replaing every instane of e
∗
i in ve∗ with dζi. For
example, if ve∗ = f(ζ, z)e
∗
0 ∧ . . . ∧ e
∗
n, then vdζ = f(ζ, z)dζ0 ∧ . . . ∧ dζn.
We an use this to onstrut integral formulas for (0, q)-forms with
values in L−n[ζ] , by setting
K =
∫
E
u ∧ βn.
The formulas we get from this are the same as in [16℄. We will now
ombine these formulas with the ones in (15):
Theorem 4.3. Let D ⊂ Pn. If φ(ζ) is a (p, q)-form with values in
L−n+p[ζ] and
Kp =
∫
E
u ∧ βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
,(23)
Pp =
∫
e
βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
,
with β = dζ · e∗, we have the Koppelman formula
φ([z]) =
∫
∂D
φKp ∧ φ+
∫
D
∂¯Kp ∧ φ+ ∂¯[z]
∫
D
Kp ∧ φ+
∫
D
Pp ∧ φ,
where the integrals are taken over the [ζ ] variable.
Proof. We have
(24)
∫
E
∂¯u ∧ βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
= [∆],
where [∆] should be integrated against setions of L−n+p with bide-
gree (p, q). This follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4, sine the sin-
gularity at ∆ omes only from u, and is not aeted by exhanging(
Dη
2πi
+ iΘ˜
2π
)
n−p
for βn−p.
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Using (24), we get
dKp = −
∫
E
∇

u ∧ βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p


= −
∫
E
(∇u) ∧ βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
= [∆]− Pp.
The Koppelman formula then follows as in Theorem 2.3. 
To get formulas for other line bundles, we need to use weights (as
dened in the previous setion). We will use the weight
α =
z · ζ¯
|ζ |2
− 2πi∂¯
ζ¯ · e∗
|ζ |2
,
note that the rst term in α takes values in L1[z]⊗L
−1
[ζ] , and the seond
is a projetive form. We then get a Koppelman formula for (p, q)-forms
φ with values in Lr by using
Kp,r =
∫
E
u ∧ αp−n+r ∧ βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
,
Pp,r =
∫
e
αp−n+r ∧ βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
.
Remark 3. Let φ be a (p, q)-form. Sine we annot raise α to a
negative power, one ould wonder how we an get a Koppelman formula
if φ takes values in Lr where r < p−n? In fat, if we look at the proof
of the Koppelman formula in Proposition 2.3, we see that the roles of
φ and ψ are symmetrial: we ould just as well use the proof to get a
Koppelman formula for the (n− p, n− q)-form ψ whih takes values in
L−r, using the kernels Kp,r and Pp,r in Theorem 4.3. This is a onrete
realization of Serre duality, whih in our ase says that
Hp,q(Pn, Lr) ≃ Hn−p,n−q(Pn, L−r).
We will make use of this dual tehnique when we look at ohomology
groups in the next setion.
Remark 4. In [9℄ Berndtsson onstruts integral formulas for setions
of line bundles over Pn. These formulas oinide with ours in the ase
p = 0, but they are not the same in the general (p, q)-ase. Nonetheless,
they do give the same result as our formulas when used to nd the triv-
ial ohomology groups of the line bundles of Pn (see the next setion).
More preisely, his formulas an also be used to prove Proposition 5.1
below, but no more, at least not in any obvious way.
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5. An appliation: the ohomology of the line bundles of
Pn
Let D in Theorem 4.3 be the whole of Pn; then the boundary integral
will disappear. The only obstrution to solving the ∂¯-equation is then
the term ontaining Pp,r. We will use our expliit formula for Pp,r to
look at the ohomology groups of (p, q)-forms with values in dierent
line bundles, and determine whih of them are trivial. We have
Pp,r =
∫
e
βn−p ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
p
∧ αn−p+r =
=
∫
e′
ζ¯ · e ∧ ζ · e∗
|ζ |2
∧ (dζ · e)n−p ∧
(
dz · e−
z · ζ¯
|ζ |2
∧ dζ · e−
−
∂|z|2
|z|2
z · e+ ωze
∗ · e−
dζ¯ · e∗ ∧ dζ · e
|ζ |2
)
p
∧
(
z · ζ¯
|ζ |2
− ∂¯
ζ¯ · e∗
|ζ |2
)n−p+r
.
We an now prove:
Proposition 5.1. From the formula for Pp,r just above, it follows that
the ohomology groups Hp,q(Pn, Lr) are trivial in the following ases:
a) q = p 6= 0, n and r 6= 0.
b) q = 0, r ≤ p and (r, p) 6= (0, 0).
) q = n, r ≥ p− n and (r, p) 6= (0, n).
d) p < q and r ≥ −(n− p).
e) p > q and r ≤ p.
Unfortunately, these are not all the trivial ohomology groups; instead
of d) and e) we should ideally get that the groups are trivial for q 6=
0, n, p (f [12℄ page 397).
Proof. The general strategy is this: we take a ∂¯-losed form φ(z) of
given bidegree and with values in a given line bundle, and then try
to show that φ(z) is exat by means of the Koppelman formula. One
possibility of doing this is proving that
∫
ζ
φ(ζ) ∧ Pp,r(ζ, z) = 0, whih
an be either beause the integrand is zero, or beause the integrand
is ∂¯ζ-exat (sine then Stokes' formula an be applied). Another pos-
sibility is proving that Pp,r is ∂¯z-exat, sine then
∫
ζ
φ ∧ Pp,r will be
∂¯z-exat as well.
Proof of a): Let r > 0 and p = q 6= 0, n; we must then look at
the term in Pp,r with bidegree (p, p) in z and (n − p, n − p) in ζ , it is
equal to
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(25)
∫
e′
ζ¯ · e ∧ ζ · e∗
|ζ |2
∧(dζ ·e)n−p∧(ωz ∧ e
∗ · e)p∧
(
z · ζ¯
|ζ |2
)r
∧
(
dζ¯ · e∗
|ζ |2
)n−p
.
We will show that (25) is atually ∂¯z-exat. The fator in (25) whih
depends on z is (z · ζ¯)rωpz , whih is at least a ∂¯z-losed form. Can we
write (z · ζ¯)rωpz = ∂¯zg(z), where g is a projetive form? Atually, we
have ∂¯z[(ζ¯ ·z)
r∂|z|2/|z|2∧ωp−1z ] = (z ·ζ¯)
rωpz , but (ζ¯ ·z)
r∂|z|2/|z|2∧ωp−1z is
not a projetive form. This an be remedied by adding a holomorphi
term (ζ¯ · z)r−1(ζ¯ · dz) ∧ ωp−1z , sine then we an take
g = (ζ¯ · z)r−1[(ζ¯ · z)
∂|z|2
|z|2
− ζ¯ · dz] ∧ ωp−1z .
Sine (25) is ∂¯z-exat, we have proved a) when r > 0. If −r < 0, by
Remark 3 in the previous setion we must look at Pn−p,r, whih is again
∂¯z-exat, and then
∫
z
φ(z) ∧ Pn−p,r = 0 by Stokes' Theorem.
Proof of b): Note that here we really want to prove that φ = 0,
sine φ annot be ∂¯-exat. To prove this we again use the dual ase
in Remark 3. We want to show that
∫
z
φ(z) ∧ Pn−p,r(ζ, z) = 0, when
φ(z) has bidegree (p, 0) and takes values in L−rz . First assume that
p > 0, then we must look at the term in Pn−p,r of bidegree (n − p, n)
in z. No term in Pn−p,r has a higher degree in dz¯ than in dz, so∫
φ(z)∧Pn−p,r(ζ, z) = 0. If p = 0, then then we must look at the term
in Pn,r with bidegree (n, n) in z and (0, 0) in ζ . The z-dependent fator
of this term is (z · ζ¯)rωnz , whih is ∂¯z-exat in the same way as in the
proof of a). This proves the ase p = 0, −r < 0, but the proof breaks
down when r = 0, where there is a non-trivial ohomology.
Proof of ): First let p < n. There is no term in Pp,r with bidegree
(p, n) in z, sine there are not enough dz¯'s, so
∫
ζ
φ(ζ) ∧ Pp,r(ζ, z) = 0.
If p = n, we look at the term in Pp,r with bidegree (n, n) in z and (0, 0)
in ζ . This is dealt with exatly as the ase p = 0 in the proof of b).
Proof of d) and e): Let q 6= 0, n, p. If p < q and r ≥ −(n − p),
we look at the term in Pr with bidegree (p, q) in z. It is zero, sine we
annot have more dz¯'s than dz's, so
∫
ζ
φ(ζ)∧Pp,r = 0. Similarly, if p > q
we use the dual method: the term in Pn−p,r with bidegree (n−p, n−q)
in z is zero when n−p < n−q and r ≥ −p, again sine we annot have
more dz¯'s than dz's. This shows that
∫
z
φ(z) ∧ Pn−p,r = 0 for r ≥ −p,
where φ takes values in L−r and −r ≤ p. 
6. Weighted Koppelman formulas on Pn × Pm
We will now nd integral formulas on Pn × Pm. Let ([ζ ], [ζ˜], [z], [z˜])
be a point in (Pn×Pm)×(Pn×Pm). The proedure will be quite similar
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to that of Setion 4, but for simpliity we will limit ourselves to the
ase of (0, q)-forms. This orresponds to using only β in the formula
(23). Aording to formula (22), then, we an onstrut our kernel
diretly, without any need to refer to the bundle E, in the following
way (also see [16℄). Let ηζ = 2πiz ·
∂
∂ζ
and η = ηζ + ηζ˜ . We take δη to
be ontration with η and set ∇ = δη− ∂¯. Note that η = 0 on ∆. Now
set
sζ =
z¯ · dζ
|z|2
−
z¯ · ζ
|z|2|ζ |2
ζ¯ · dζ
and then s = sζ + sζ˜ . Observe that δηs is a salar, whih is zero only
on ∆.
Proposition 6.1. If u = s/∇s, then u satises ∇u.φ = (1 − [∆]).φ,
where φ is a form of bidegree (n + m,n + m) whih takes values in
L−n[ζ] ⊗ L
−m
[ζ˜]
⊗ Ln[z] ⊗ L
m
[z˜] and ontains no dζi's or dζ˜i's.
Proof. The restrition on φ is another way of saying that our formu-
las only will work for (0, q)-forms. The proposition will follow from
Theorem 4.3 if we integrate in Pn[ζ] × P
n
[z] and P
m
[ζ˜]
× Pm[z˜] separately. 
To obtain weighted formulas, let
α =
z · ζ¯
|ζ |2
+ 2πi∂∂¯ log |ζ |2,
and let α˜ be the orresponding form in ([ζ˜], [z˜]). We have ∇α = ∇α˜ =
0, so
∇(αn+k ∧ α˜m+l ∧ u) = αn+k ∧ α˜m+l ∧ ∇u = αn+k ∧ α˜m+l − [∆],
where [∆] must be integrated against setions of Lk[ζ] ⊗ L
l
[z˜]. The fol-
lowing theorem follows from Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 6.2. If K = αn+k ∧ α˜m+l ∧ u and P = αn+k ∧ α˜m+l we get
the Koppelman formula
φ([z], [z˜]) =
∫
∂D
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧K +
∫
D
∂¯φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧K +
+ ∂¯z
∫
D
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧K +
∫
D
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧ P
for dierential forms φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) on Pn × Pm with bidegree (0, q) whih
take values in Lk[ζ] ⊗ L
l
[ζ˜]
.
Now assume that ∂¯φ = 0. For whih q, k and l is φ ∂¯-exat? To
show that a partiular φ is ∂¯-exat, we need to show that the term∫
Pn×Pm
φ([ζ ]) ∧ P either is zero, or is ∂¯-exat. Sine P onsists of two
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fators where one depends only on ζ and the other only on ζ˜, we an
write
(26)
∫
Pn×Pm
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧ P =
∫
Pm
(∫
Pn
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧ αn+k
)
∧ α˜m+l.
We get the following theorem:
Proposition 6.3. We look at dierential forms φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) on Pn[ζ]×P
m
[ζ˜]
with bidegree (0, q), whih take values in the line bundle Lk[ζ]⊗L
l
[ζ˜ ]
. The
ohomology groups H(0,q)(Pn×Pm, Lk[ζ]⊗L
l
[ζ˜]
) are trivial in the following
ases:
a) q 6= 0, n,m, n+m
b) q = 0 and k < 0 or l < 0
) q = n and l < 0 or k ≥ −n
d) q = m and k < 0 or l ≥ −m
e) q = n +m and k ≥ −n or l ≥ −m.
Proof. To determine when (26) is zero, we use Theorem 5.1. Assume
that the form φ has bidegree (0, q1) in ζ and (0, q2) in ζ˜ and q1 + q2 =
q. If, for some q1 and k, we know that H
(0,q1)(Pn, Lk) is trivial, this
means either that
∫
[ζ]
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧ P ([ζ ], [z]) = 0 or that
∫
[ζ]
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧
P ([ζ ], [z]) = ∂¯za([z], [ζ˜ ]) for some a([z], [ζ˜ ]). In the rst ase, it follows
that the expression in (26) is also zero. In the seond ase, we get∫
Pm
(∫
Pn
φ([ζ ], [ζ˜]) ∧ αn+k
)
∧ α˜m+l = ∂¯z
∫
Pm
a([z], [ζ˜ ]) ∧ α˜m+l =
= ∂¯
∫
Pm
a([z], [ζ˜ ]) ∧ α˜m+l
sine the integrand is holomorphi in [z˜]. The same holds ifH(0,q2)(Pm, Ll)
is trivial. The onlusion is that H(0,q1+q2)(Pn × Pm, Lk[ζ] ⊗ L
l
[ζ˜]
) = 0 ei-
ther when q1 and k are suh that H
(0,q1)(Pn, Lk) = 0, or when q2 and l
are suh that H(0,q2)(Pm, Ll) = 0.
Now, we really have a sum
φ =
∑
q1+q2=q
φq1,q2
of terms of the type above. For the ohomology group to be trivial, we
must have
∫
φq1,q2∧P = 0 for all of them. We know that q2 = q−q1. If
we have either 0 < q1 < n or 0 < q2 < m then
∫
φq1,q2∧P = 0 aording
to Theorem 5.1. The only ways to avoid this are if q = q1 = q2 = 0; if
q = q1 = n and q2 = 0; if q1 = 0 and q = q2 = m or if q = n +m and
q1 = n, q2 = m. Then a) - e) follow from Theorem 5.1. 
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7. Weighted integral formulas on Stein manifolds
If X is a Stein manifold it is, in general, impossible to nd E →
X × X and η with the desired properties as desribed in Setion 3.
What is possible is to nd a setion η of a bundle E suh that η has
good properties lose to ∆, but then η will in general have other zeroes
as well. It turns out that it is possible to work around this and still
onstrut weighted integral formulas. This setion relies on the artile
[19℄ by Henkin and Leiterer, where suh an η was onstruted.
More preisely, let π be the projetion from Xζ × Xz to Xζ, and
E = π∗(T1,0(Xζ)). By Setion 2.1 in [19℄ we have the result
Theorem 7.1. There exists a holomorphi setion η of E suh that
{η = 0} = ∆ ∪ F , where F is losed and ∆ ∩ F = ∅. Close to ∆ we
have
(27) η(ζ, z) =
n∑
1
[ζi − zi +O(|ζ − z|
2)]ei.
Moreover, there exists a holomorphi funtion φ suh that φ(z, z) = 1
and |φ| . |η| on a neighborhood of F .
We dene δη, ∇ et in the same way as in Setion 2. Let s ∈ E
∗
be the setion satisfying δηs = 1 outside ∆ ∪ F whih has pointwise
minimal norm, and dene u = s/∇s. If we dene
K =
∫
E
φMu ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
and P =
∫
E
φM
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
,
where M is large enough that φMu has no singularities on F , then
Theorem 3.4 applies and we have ∂¯K = [∆]−P . In this way, we reover
the formula found in Example 2 of [10℄, exept that our approah also
allows for weights. We dene weights in the same way as before (note
that φ is in fat a weight). If g is a weight, we will get a Koppelman
formula with
(28)
K =
∫
E
φMg ∧ u ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
and P =
∫
E
φMg ∧
(
Dη
2πi
+
iΘ˜
2π
)
n
.
Note that sine E is a pullbak of a bundle onXζ , the onnetion and
urvature forms of E depend only on ζ . Hene P = cn(E) is bidegree
(n, n) in ζ , and we have
∫
ζ
P (ζ, z) ∧ φ(ζ) = 0 exept in the ase where
φ has bidegree (0, 0). The last term in the Koppelman formula thus
presents no obstrution to solving the ∂¯-equation on X .
Example 3. In [15℄ there is an example of weighted formulas on Stein
manifolds, whih we an reformulate to t into the present formalism.
Let G ⊂ X be a stritly pseudoonvex domain. By Theorem 9 in [15℄
we an nd a funtion ψ dened on a neighborhood U of G whih
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embeds G in a stritly onvex set C ⊂ Cn. If σ is the dening funtion
for C, then ρ = σ ◦ ψ is a stritly plurisubharmoni dening funtion
for G. On U we introdue the weight
g(ζ, z) =
(
1−∇
∂ρ(ζ)
∂ζ
· e∗
2πiρ(ζ)
)−α
=
(
−
v
ρ
− ω
)−α
where
v =
∂ρ(ζ)
∂ζ
· η − ρ(ζ) and ω = ∂¯
[
∂ρ(ζ)
∂ζ
· e∗
2πiρ(ζ)
]
Note that g is holomorphi in z. If Reα is large enough, then g(·, ζ) will
be zero on ∂G, sine σ(∂C) = 0. This implies that if f is a holomorphi
funtion and P is dened by (28), we will have
f(z) =
∫
G
f(ζ)P,
for z ∈ G, by Koppelman's formula. We also have the estimate
−ρ(ζ)− ρ(z) + ǫ|ζ − z|2 ≤ 2Re v(ζ, z) ≤ −ρ(ζ)− ρ(z) + c|ζ − z|2,
where ǫ and c are positive and real. By means of this, we an get
results in stritly pseudoonvex domains G in Stein manifolds similar
to ones whih are known in stritly pseudoonvex domains in Cn. For
example, one an obtain a diret proof of the Henkin-Skoda theorem
whih gives L1-estimates on ∂G for solutions of the ∂¯-equation.
Example 4. We an also solve division problems on X . Let D ⊆ X
be a domain, and take f(ζ) = (f1(ζ), . . . , fm(ζ)) where fi ∈ O(D).
Assume that f has no ommon zeroes in D. We want to solve the
division problem ψ = f · p in D, where ψ is a given holomorphi
funtion, by means of integral formulas.
By Cartan's Theorem B, we an nd h(ζ, z) = (h1(ζ, z), . . . , hm(ζ, z)),
where hi is a holomorphi setion ofE
∗
, suh that δηhi(ζ, z) = φ(ζ, z)(fi(ζ)−
fi(z)). We set
g1(ζ, z) = (φ−∇(h · σ(ζ))
µ = (φf(z) · σ + h · ∂¯σ)µ,
where σ = f¯ /|f |2 and µ = min(m,n + 1), then g1 is a weight. Now,
f(z) is a fator in g1, sine (h·∂¯σ)
µ = 0. In fat, we have (h·∂¯σ)n+1 = 0
for degree reasons, and (h · ∂¯σ)m = 0 sine f · σ = 1 implies f · ∂¯σ = 0,
so that ∂¯σ1, . . . , ∂¯σm are linearly dependent.
By the Koppelman formula we have
ψ(z) =
∫
∂D
ψφMK +
∫
D
ψφMP
where K and P are dened by (28) using the weight g1. Sine f(z) is a
fator in g1, we have ψ(z) = f(z) ·p(z), where p(z) will be holomorphi
if D is suh that we an nd u holomorphi in z (for example if D is
pseudoonvex).
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